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Please note: We now require that an email address be used to login to your online account. If
you have not yet completed the one-time process to set-up your new login information, please
enter your username in the field to get started. Bring your charger and laptop with you when
you come. If you have issues with login, please email Mrs. Make sure to be specific with what
your laptop is doing or not doing and any errors that are shown. If you currently use the
FollowMyHealth patient portal to connect to our hospitals on your computer, this app extends
that accessibility to your mobile devices. Use your same login to access your Universal Health
Record account with your mobile device or tablet and take control of your health and wellness.
At Iowa Total Care we understand how important you and your family's health care needs are.
It's important to us too. We are here to support your health needs and make that part of your
day easier. Iowa Total Care is your partner and advocate. While people with medical conditions
may be concerned about the vaccine, Duke Health experts said that having a medical condition
can increase your risk of getting very sick if you are infected. Please login or Create an account
if you don't already have one. Access Live Support if you need assistance with retrieving your
login information. Please use the Doctor Channel to search for a behavioral health provider. If
you need assistance searching for a behavioral health provider, please call the Customer
Contact Center phone number on the back of your ID Card. Log In. Hybridge Login. Compass
Learning HS. Any or all uses of this system and all files on this system may be intercepted,
monitored, recorded, copied, audited, inspected, and disclosed to your employer, to authorized
site, government, and law enforcement personnel, as well as authorized officials of government
agencies, both domestic and foreign. Amputation Prevention. HealthLinc is the community
health center dedicated to serving you and your family. We're here to help you take care of all
your health care needs. Registered User Login. New User Registration. Password is case
sensitive, please enter the password carefully. Baystate Health is a not-for-profit, integrated
health care system serving over , people throughout western New England. Site Rating. Health
and safety remain a top priority in an environment featuring virtual, hybrid, HyFlex and
in-person classes, testing as a critical component toward a safer community as well as remote
work options. If you've forgotten your Username, or for additional assistance, please contact
Customer Service at In addition, My Health Link has a mobile app to make accessing health
information even easier! Log into Patient Portal. Are Patient Portal emails being received? It has
been known that spam blocking software used by email providers such as AOL and Netzero
may be blocking legitimate emails. Join the Behavioral Health Link team that is providing free
crisis services to the citizens of Georgia. We are the bridge connecting those in crisis with
those who can help. When you initially access the web page, if your browser is outdated, you
will be prompted to update the browser before using the site. HealthLink is a free dental clinic
serving uninsured, low-wage earning adults and military veterans in Bucks and Montgomery
Counties.. Formerly HealthLink Medical Center, our newly expanded dental clinic has refocused
our mission to concentrate our efforts and resources entirely on providing high quality, free
dental care to those who could not otherwise afford it. Our Patient Portal allows you to manage
your medical care at a convenient time and place. Introducing MyChart MyChart is our improved
patient portal. With MyChart you can: Send secure messages to your provider Request an
appointment View test results from office visits, inpatient stays, and ED visits Track your health
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geordnet und untereinander verlinkt. Leider gibt es im juristischen Bereich nur wenig Open
Source Software. Es existieren zwar viele freie Webangebote, jedoch keine quelloffenen
Informationssysteme. Ab sofort werden Bilder, die in Gesetzen oder Urteilen enthalten sind,
dargestellt. Dazu haben wir die Dokumentanzeige bei Urteilen um dieses neue Feature erweitert.

Diese sind klickbar, so dass man problemlos zur Quelle navigieren kann. Welches Dokument
passt am besten zur meiner Suche? Unsere Versuchspersonen waren alle der Meinung:
Snippets verbessern die Suche wesentlich. Auf euer Feedback z. Aus einem simplen Text wird
so ein Web-Dokument, in dem der Benutzer z. Der vorhergehende Paragraph ist ebenfalls
verlinkt. Wir freuen uns, euch eine neue Version unseres Gesetze-Portals urteile-gesetze. Die
neue Website hat ein frischeres Design und viele neue Features:. Bildquelle: Aurelio A. Hier ein
Screenshot des neuen Features:. Die neue Website hat ein frischeres Design und viele neue
Features: Rechtsgebiete: Entscheidungen, Gesetze und Paragraphen sind nach Rechtsgebieten
geordnet. Die Filter werden auf dem Handy dynamisch eingeblendet. Breadcrumbs:
Breadcrumbs werden auf allen Dokument-Seiten angezeigt und erleichtern die Navigation. Hier
ein Screenshot der neuen Hauptseite. Relaunch urteile-gesetze. The following article is the
culmination of the summary of knowledge that Novak and its customers have gained over
decades of successful swaps. Included is the information needed to plan for a great and most
affordable process. However, before we talk procedure, let's cover a bit of the history of these
Jeeps and their key parts that will play a role in the planning of a successful conversion.
Because of the similarity in the through Universal type Jeeps, this article will cover the
principles of GM conversions within these many models, with the exceptions as listed for each
Jeep. There were 1, of these sold before Willys could get tooled up on the actual civilian Jeep.
These Jeeps should probably be left to the collectors. If you feel the need to do a conversion,
consider another model. The CJ2A was the first mainstream Universal Jeep, and have been
benifitting from powertrain upgrades for decades. Their engine bays are somewhat compact,
primarily in height and length. As this is a "Low-Hood" Jeep, pay attention to the discussion,
below, about engine choice and height. The M38 was essentially a CJ3A in military
configuration. They featured a 24 volt electrical system. Conversions on these rare and fantastic
machines are discouraged on nice, original models. This opens up the taller Chevy V6 and
Vortec motors for use. This military Jeep was the predecessor to the CJ5. The M38A1 had a
larger, military spec steering gear, which will have a great tendency to interfere with a
conversion engine. A change to Saginaw steering discussed below may be indicated. These
Jeeps have inset headlight housings, which want to interfere with the radiator. A custom
radiator is probably the best answer here, as cutting up the headlights looks crude. The most
proliferate of the Jeeps of this era, the CJ5 is still a popular conversion candidate. Essentially
all principles of this will apply to these Jeeps. All engines recommended in this article are fair
game. The CJ6 will be essentially identical to the CJ5 as listed above, with one interesting
exception: the longer automatic and manual transmissions that we discourage in all other early
Universals, are fair game, including the:. Refer to the CJ3A, above. One of the primary goals
here is that individuals have the information to choose smart, sanitary solutions that require a
very minimum of invasive, unattractive or unreliable conversion work. No straight-six this side
of the industrialized world will ever fit right. A Big Block engine in one of these small Jeeps
would probably be inappropriate to the point of being funny. We recommend the following
engines as top choices:. GM engine conversions into these Jeeps are simply great. These
swaps are exciting, enjoyable, beneficial and well-documented as with these Jeeps. Individuals
are swapping for reasons as varied as the uses of the Jeeps themselves, and the results are
invariably among the greatest of improvements owners will make. The move to a cleaner,
stronger, reliable, efficient, serviceable GM engine is one that makes its own good case. These
Jeeps were compact, light and agile like mountain goats. Jeeps today seem to get larger with
every generation. These Jeeps do have a few conversion challenges due to their compact size,
but these are easily overcome. It was a good little engine. The Jeep Universals had only manual
transmissions available during this era. They include:. Jeep has usually excelled in its transfer
cases. The most successful conversions retain the gear-driven Dana 18 due to its strength,
compact design, gearing and servicability. More on this in a minute It is crucial to discuss
transmissions early on. They are sometimes more central to the conversion than the engine.
Though these following transmissions do not offer overdrive, many Jeeps with larger tire sizes
and proper axle ratios will still allow for a respectable freeway cruising RPM. Automatics are a
tricky thing for these short Jeeps. The CJ6 has a couple more options, as noted in its section,
above. No adapters are generally needed to marry the following GM automatic transmissions to
their matching Chevrolet or Buick engines. The Turbo is strong, compact, widely available and
affordable to buy, service and build. The following four and five speed transmissions are
recommended for you to consider in your planning. If converting from automatic to manual in
conjunction with your engine swap, note that the installation of CJ or YJ master cylinders and
related components is not difficult. Rivoting a layer of stainless steel to stiffen the firewall for a
master cylinder is a good idea. It is a fairly strong transmission and many individuals retain it
against their new motors. If your Jeep is going to require more strength and deeper gearing,

consider the truck four-speeds below. T14 : If your Jeep has the T14 three-speed, it is an option.
Though not suited for wild V8 power or punishing off-roading, mild V6's and easy trail use make
the T14 a good match. It is suited for all engines and all service levels. Many CJ's are destined
for more hybrid or even hard trail use and some individuals will be choosing manual shift,
heavy-duty truck four speeds to place behind their GM powerplants. SM : For the old-school,
ultra low geared crowd, the SM four-speed manual transmission is a great choice. Surprisingly
well behaved on-road and absolutely burley off-road, the SM is a cool box of gears. If you think
a transmission designed in the 's is an anachronism, you are right, and a very neat one at that.
They are easy to find and work with. NP : And, yes. Options outside of these mentioned are
usually not practical, useful, affordable or any combination of the three. The Dana 18 is among
the greatest transfer cases of all time. Its strength, compactness, gearing and longevity are a
few of its virtues. Some individuals ask us occasionally about trying to install Chevy style
transfer cases like the and others. They do not fit well into these Jeeps by virtue of their length,
width and long adapter assemblies as designed for full-size trucks. Additionally, their gearing
and other features do not lend them well towards the goals most are seeking with their Jeeps.
This is where the planning gets most interesting and the decisions most subjective. The very
first decision to be made here involves this: what kind of power do you need to do what you
want with your Jeep? Now, a precursor to the rest of this section: If you got past the title of this
article and are hell-bent on a non-GM engine, know that conversions this important are not
walks in the park and GM engine swaps are almost invariably easier, more productive and more
affordable than Dodge, Ford and other conversions. These companies make some great
engines, but you have to pick your battles when doing a swap and going with a well supported,
well documented, easily acquired and broadly familiar powertrain is a key to success and
satisfaction. You're surely not doing the swap to go with a pansy powerplant, but do you need a
V8? V6's do fit better and offer good power. Installers considering the GM Gen. For these Jeeps,
this assembly should be swapped for a LS style, low-profile intake assembly. If installed
correctly, a 4. Images courtesy of customer G. This question has been at the forefront of the
conversion world for a while now. There is something great about a simple, clean,
unencumbered carburetor and simple ignition system. However, there is something excellent
about a modern, self-adjusting, efficient, operate-at-any-camber fuel and spark delivery system.
No doubt that many individuals are in their comfort zone with the earlier hardware, but distill it
down to the basics and it is the same essential thing that was going on in ; getting fuel and
spark into the cylinders with the right mix and timing. There is no way around the conclusion
that fuel injection systems do this better and in a broader range of conditions. Old iron is really
cool, but this author has lived squarely during both carbureted and injected eras, an I see fewer
breakdowns than ever, and have been in the bays and at the wheels of enough injected vehicles
to know that they use less fuel to generate more power and in a cleaner, more reliable manner
than their predecessors. We get an occasional call from customers that have found a beautiful
Vortec V8 and ask if they can put a "simpler" carburetor on it. This has every distinct
disadvantage that we can think of: increased parts cost, decreased efficiency, driveability and
reliability. Don't even think about it. Fuel injection especially GM fuel injection is much easier to
work with than too many people think. Most of these Jeeps in most jurisdictions will fall out of
emissions considerations. However, the following is listed if pertinent to your situation.
However, we feel that the fear of emissions by swappers is very overblown. It simply is not the
challenge that many perceive. As such, you can usually source your engine from a GM truck,
SUV or car without failing your emissions certification. However, this again is according to local
laws and your research is encouraged. Car engines may burn cleaner and may be more
affordable as well. You need four or five key things:. This is usually how the engine is shipped
by the pros and it is salvage industry standard to include the above, with the exception of the
accessories in some situations. Individuals installing Small Block V8's should optimize the
length of their engines by using a compact HEI distributor so the engine can sit as close to the
firewall as reasonable. The installer should also use the short style water pumps and pulleys for
maximum radiator clearance and crossmember clearance. Jeeps including the CJ3B and earlier
models used a tubular front crossmember. The installer may already be performing this
operation for radiator, steering or strength purposes. V6 and shortened V8 installations do not
require this step for the sake of the engine, but the conversion radiator will probably require the
removal of the crossmember. The use of box steel tubing, welded into the frame channels,
makes for the cleanest and easiest upgrade. It is also possible to make it such that the steering
shaft on Saginaw steering converted Jeeps pass through a drilled hole in this crossmember. A
Novak customer's Vortec V6 engine cleanly extracted and ready for installation. The wiring
harness is complete and ready to plug into the computer. One of the most interesting questions
we've gotten over our company's 40 years is this one: "Will you or your instructions tell me

exactly where to put my engine into my Jeep? Our answer to this, in a word, is, "no. Placement
is not hard, and it is actually a very satisfying part of the project - to decide the optimal location
of the powerplant. The placement process works by top-down engineering. This consists of
loading the engine with all of its accessories, including the exhaust manifolds. Lower this
assembly into the engine bay and start nudging it around. You are looking for:. Power steering
discussed more below is literally as easy as connecting the GM-native hydraulic pump on your
motor into your Jeep's Saginaw power steering box. Hydraulic hoses may need to be
customized at your local source. If your GM pump pulley size is too large to clear your steering
shaft, you can use a smaller pulley with no ill effects. Though both grilles are different from
each other, they are essentially a a flanged, pre-shroud style radiator intake. This has been the
traditional method for many years. However, it may be possible, with the use of shortened water
pumps or even electric water pumps , shortened harmonic balancers and the use of a compact
electric fan, to keep the original pre-shroud intact. Some view the electrical and wiring aspects
of a conversion as the lb. In fact, it is seldom as difficult as perceived, especially when working
with GM power. At the most fundamental level, whether you are working with a carbureted,
throttle body injected or multi-point "tuned port" injected engine, you will retain and connect the
original GM alternator in the same manner as was the Jeep alternator; the same for the
distributor, etc. III injection systems, the swaps are still largely the same. For fuel injected
swaps, you should know that the engine and its PCM are largely self-supporting. In other words,
the very grand majority of the engine wiring harness goes to sensor data or comes from
systems control the PCM, and most sensors are directly related to the engine itself. If
uninstalled correctly, most of this harness will be intact and not needing any splicing. Like any
electrical item, the computer needs power and ground, and a power distribution center largely
consisting of relays and bridges - you can keep the Jeep one! The installer should keep one
simple principle in mind: make the engine think it is running in its original GM chassis. A
simplistic but fair summary would state that a Chevy and a LS1 have the same basic wiring
requirements; power to the starter when it is required, power to the distributor or coils when
needed. The battery needs power from the alternator to keep it charged. An installer's analysis
of the Jeep's particular wiring diagram and the engine's wiring diagram will quickly reveal the
wires that can be merged, connected and in many cases simplified or even eliminated. You can
keep your Jeep CJ speedometer gauge as it is driven by the speedometer output of your Dana
18 transfer case. Your oil pressure gauge and water temp gauges can use the original Jeep
sensors, as adapted into the ports on the engine assembly. All aftermarket gauges can also be
used. Engine conversions aside, steering really is a potential problem is these early Jeeps. The
Ross steering linkage system can be loose and high maintenance, and from the standpoint of
the conversion, it can get in the way of things. If you are going to keep factory steering, we
recommend a remote oil filter adapter kit commonly available from speed shops , for the Small
Block engines as it will otherwise interfere. Additionally, it is necessary to grind a small flat on
the edge of the block above the oil filter to gain clearance for the pitman arm. If the steering
wheel is turned to the extreme left the pitman arm will hit the bellhousing. This is cured by
removing the pitman arm and indexing it one spline tooth forward away from the bellhousing.
The steering wheel is then put back on the "high spot" of the worm by shortening the steering
connecting rod. Do this by increasing the two bends in this component or by cutting and
welding. An alternate to this method is to leave the aforementioned parts intact and grind a
notch in the bellhousing to regain the lost pitman arm travel, however, it is simpler to reposition
the pitman arm. If converting to Saginaw power steering, you may need the assistance of a
hydraulic shop to have the high pressure feed hose ends matched or adapted as per your pump
and gear combo. Usually the low pressure return line can be cut from hose stock and secured
with the use of hose clamps. This, our 2PRS , is a speed signal generator that connects to the
Dana This VSS allows for pass-through of the speedometer cable to operate the conventional
speedometer. This VSS gives the engine critical speed data for proper operation. You'll be
replacing one of three factory engines. Their nominal estimated, accessory loaded weights are:.
Factory springs are usually great for most Small Block V6 and V8 engines. We have replaced
four-cylinder Jeep engines with V8's and noticed no sag or overly soft ride in the front axle.
Aftermarket springs usually make no distinction and are rated well for most engines this side of
Big Blocks. A lift is not required for the Jeep to perform the engine swap, but may be done for
reasons external to the swap. Novak engine mounts represent a tradition of innovation,
strength, adjustability, ease of installation and superior clearances for steering and exhaust
systems. Fuel pumps have evolved from low pressure PSI mechanical, engine mounted units
for carburetors - good at pulling fuel over a distance - to medium pressure PSI , electric in-tank
pumps for throttle body engines, to high pressure, electric, in-tank pumps. These latter pumps
are designed to push fuel, not pull it, and at pressures ranging from PSI for multi-point

injections systems. Additionally, with the higher temperatures that these high-pressure pumps
generate, their immersion into the cooler fuel is critical for the durability of it's electric motor.
External pumps of the same ratings are available and are self-cooled by being built into heat
dissipating aluminum housings. Earlier Jeeps that have fuel tanks that were set up for
carbureted engines may provide some problems, especially in off-road environments. Fuel
injected engines require an uninterrupted supply of fuel, and baffles built into an injected style
tank keeps the fuel from sloshing out of the intake of the pump. If you are working on a
pre-injection Jeep, consider buying an aftermarket fuel cell, or having an inline reservoir made
to buffer any interruptions in the fuel flow to your injectors. Or, install an external fuel pump and
mini-reservoir at the closest point to the fuel tank that is available. No doubt that getting
exhaust air out of the engine is a more elaborate process than getting combustible air in. The
shorty, block-hugging style is the best bet. Fenderwell exit headers are not desirable for a
variety of reasons. Garner the services of a local exhaust shop to help you put together a clean,
safe, easy flowing exhaust system and one in accordance with your local regulations. California
installations will need to utilize a header that is CARB certified. This is one way to run the
exhaust circuit. You may also run the cross-circuit under the bellhousing. Work closely with
your exhaust specialist in coming up with a system that will not detract from the serviceability
of other parts under your Jeep, and maintain heat, ground and other working clearances. While
the Universal has a relatively narrow window in which to run pipes, and a transfer case to dodge
as well, you can run dual exhaust. You can also run this Y behind the transfer case give yourself
some room to service the transfer case later and then into the exit circuit. From there, run
rearward to the catalytic converter and then the muffler, following which, you will arc the last
section of pipe up over the rear axle and then straight out the back with the tailpipe. Leave the
factory heat shielding in its location and position your catalytic converter and muffler under it.
Muffler choice is up to you, and possibly your passengers, neighbors and local noise
ordinances. This is not a significant challenge, especially if you are using our compact adapter
assemblies with the transmissions suggested above. Most factory transmission and adapter
combinations to the Dana 20 or other transfer cases vary. As such, it is often that driveshaft
lengths will need to be changed to accommodate the swap. Also, consider that there multiple
ways to install a conversion engine and the following will be of note:. It is seldom a good idea to
allow the driveshafts to make the decisions as to where the powertrain will be placed. Some of
our customers, fearful at the perceived expense of new or modified driveshafts, attempt to let
the existing driveshafts dictate engine, transmission and transfer case location, sometimes to
the detriment of the project. Driveshaft modifications are usually inexpensive when performed
by driveline, RV or tractor implement specialists. New driveshafts are an option but seldom a
requirement in regards to the actual successful conversion. Jeeps that require extensive travel
or specialty-built driveshafts have this option available through several fabricators across the
nation. There are only three major places a powertrain needs support and mounting. Two at the
engine, and one under the rear of the transmission some transfer cases have the provision for a
side mount to help control torque kick-back. They are typically low profile and can easily be
redrilled for a new transmission mount unit. Getting rid of the factory urethane mount and any
ancillary bracketry with it is the largest favor you will do for yourself in this area. You may need
some simple spacers. Box steel or aluminum pucks are useful here. Anything needing to be
fabricated needn't be elaborate. Many people mistakenly think that a more powerful engine
demands stronger-than-stock axles. This is not necessarily the case. The factory Dana 44 rear
axles can withstand very ambitious engines. Whether your converted Jeep needs stronger axles
is more a question of how you use them, and usually in terms of off-road considerations more
than on-road use. Axles are generally out of the scope of our work here at Novak, but there are
plenty of companies that deal with them to be of assistance if you feel you must upgrade them
as part of your conversion. Hydraulic clutch release with a Chevrolet or Buick bellhousing may
be worthwile. An in-depth discussion on this topic is covered separately, here. However, there
are a couple of quick specifics that apply to these Jeeps:. As with many aspects of a swap, this
can be a simple as the installer would like it to be. As nearly all modern Jeeps and GM engines
use sheathed cable for throttle control. Transmission and transfer case shifters are discussed
in instructive detail in the Novak instruction packages that will come with your gearbox adapter
assembly, and specifically to your particular drivetrain choice for your Jeep. Engine swaps
aside, factory brakes may or may not be adequate. As a general rule, if the brakes were good
before the swap, they will probably be sufficient after the swap. It is up to the individual doing
the conversion to ascertain whether or not to upgrade the braking system depending on how
the Jeep is to be used. Brake systems are out of Novak's scope, but there are companies and
shops that deal with brake upgrades if the installer deems it. This article is meant to be
introductory and to give the reader an idea of the scope of a conversion project. No two swap

combinations are ever exactly the same, but an understanding of the principles and parts
involved will take any thoughtful installer a long ways. As discussed in this guide, further and
more deeply detailed information comes with Novak adapter assemblies, engine mounts,
radiators and other components. Additionally, our customers can speak with our Techs about
the conversion being performed. All in all, there is no change to your Jeep that is more exciting
or beneficial than a powertrain conversion. Individuals have been swapping GM power into
Jeeps for decades and these conversions are being done with greater frequency and success
than ever. Jeep Dana Model T90 to the Emissions Fuel Economy Conversions, Rules vs.
Welcome Guest: Login or Register. Read our section on Emissions for a more in-depth writeup.
Speed and rev limiters are also incorporated into some units. Once called an Engine Control
Module ECM , these computers have been appearing in vehicles since the early to mid-eighties.
Their initial functions leaned more towards carburetor control primarily to keep up with
tightening emissions standards. This was a bit of a dark time in automotive systems
engineering as these early systems are now mistrusted to a degree by owner and mechanic
alike. Modern PCM's have evolved to be highly reliable, very functional and it is not difficult to
integrate them into the Jeep engine bay with your new motor. This is a service that is much
more available for GM computers than any other, often through GM dealers, or local and
national tuning shops. Regarding steering conversions â€” a steering conversion should only
be done by someone who is knowledgeable about the procedures involved and has the correct
parts, tools, and has the ability to weld properly. Loss of steering due to shoddy design or
craftsmanship is fatally dangerous and this kind of project should only be taken on with
extreme care. This popular rear mount is strong and easy to set up with any Jeep swap. See our
lineup of rear mounts, here. Click on email button. Welcome to eWillys. I update this website
nearly every day with jeep deals, jeep history, interesting reader projects, jeep related info, and
more. These quick searches can help you find things on eBay. People list in the wrong
categories all the time, so don't be surprised to see brochures in the parts area for example. The
links to posts below show jeeps grouped by models, condition, and other ways. Some of these
jeeps are for sale and others have been sold. If you are unsure whether a vehicle is still for sale
or not, email me at d [at] ewillys. There are plenty of interesting, unusual, historic and surprising
stories related to Jeeps and their owners. In addition, some of these features have nothing to do
with jeeps. This link will display all featured stories starting from the latest. Looking for parts
and not sure where to go? There are a variety of large and small new and used parts sellers
both online and offline. Importantly, the allure of buying a project jeep can be romantic. The
reality of restoring a jeep can be quite different, expensive and overwhelming without the right
tools and resources. So, tread carefully when purchasing a "project". If you have any concerns
about buying a vintage jeep, or run across a scam, feel free to contact me for help, comments or
concerns. I created a post with a list of wiring schematics, but it was deleted somehow. This
page provides a temporarily replacement. CJ-2A wiring Diagram. I managed to track down a
willys wagon wiring diagram actually, the entire manual. Let me know if you have any trouble
with it. If you get a chance, you might thank the folks over at the old willys forum for scanning
and posting it. Just replaced a bad overdrive solenoid but something else is wrong in
combination. Do you have those resources? Thanks for any help! However, neither the Jeepster
nor the wagon schematics include the overdrive wiring. Could this switch need replacing?
Transfer of ownership, or the building burnt down. Havent found one yet its been 2 years
looking. Can you help me. Everything is falling apart. Refridge, lights, ac, and the rats chewed
everything under the dash. Please help. Thank you, Phatchanc gmail. I only follow Jeep-related
schematics here. Do you happen to have a wiring diagram for a DJ m35u? Mine has the floor
lever to actuate the starter. I am desperately trying to find a wiring diagram but not having much
luck. Your email address will not be published. Notify me of followup comments via e-mail.
Subscribe without commenting E-Mail:. Google Ad Google Ad. Powered by Wordpress , theme
based on the Simple Grid Theme. Some of the Daimler Chrysler, Inc. Home About email Need to
contact me and don't have my email? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Google Ad. COM Andy's m All rights reserved. There is hardly a powertrain
conversion more exciting, enjoyable, beneficial and well-documented as with these, the last era
of the CJ Series Jeeps. Individuals are swapping for reasons as varied as the uses of the Jeeps
themselves, and the results are invariably among the greatest of improvements owners will
make. The move to a cleaner, stronger, reliable, efficient, serviceable GM engine typically
Chevrolet is one that makes its own good case. The following article is the culmination of the
summary of knowledge that Novak and its customers have gained over decades of successful
swaps. Included is the information needed to plan for a great and most affordable process.
However, before we talk procedure, let's cover a bit of the history of these Jeeps and their key
parts that will play a role in the planning of a successful conversion. A "little" history is a

difficult thing when discussing the Jeep CJ, but essentially, the CJ's of the era were nearly
identical to the CJ's of the era. Sales were still strong for AMC's stalwart CJ and they were
outfitted with a variety of options for buyers. The rest of the pertinent history is largely
mechanical, as discussed below. AMC left behind the thirsty AMC V8s formerly available, as fuel
economy standards and increasingly complicated emissions controls took their tolls. And, new
for was a four-cylinder, not seen in the Jeep CJ since This engine remained available through
However, AMC had it in use just as a stop-gap, and in they released an entirely new I4 engine.
This was the AMC 2. Both engines were offered with fuel economy in mind, but they both were
comparatively meager in their output; a four-cylinder in a quarter-ton truck is just that, and the
efficiency and longevity problems with operating their engines past their abilities has been fully
experienced by too many for too long. Little argument need be made about why an individual
with one of these smaller engines in their Jeep may feel the impetus to upgrade. It might be said
that the 's did not treat Jeep very well in transmissions. Transmissions for the and later CJs
were all new, comprising:. The above transmissions are not appropriate to retain in a V6 or V8
conversion. Novak made a bellhousing adapter for them for a short time, but the futility of
adapting an engine to a gearbox that just would not last became self-explanatory. Because of
these transmissions' weak service records behind stock Jeep powerplants, we do not offer any
conversion to V6 or V8 power. This is essentially a small car transmission in a truck. The
customer's time and efforts are best spent converting to a stronger transmission. The Model
was, by a long shot, the strongest link in the Jeep powertrain chain in the through CJ's. The
most successful conversions retain the gear-driven Dana due to its strength, compact design,
refined operation and serviceability. More on this later. It is crucial to discuss transmissions
early on. They are sometimes more central to the conversion than the engine. In the entire
production run of these last CJ Jeeps, all transmissions except one should be ruled out when
performing a GM engine swap. GM power can spell their demise within days to months. Though
the automatic available with these Jeeps is a more durable automatic, its strength and features
are so far eclipsed by the GM HydraMatic variants discussed below , that we do not offer an
adapter for its retention in a GM engine upgrade. The T manual transmission, however, can be
successfully retained in a GM engine conversion. Details, below. Though some of these
following transmissions do not offer overdrive, many CJ Jeeps with larger tire sizes and proper
axle ratios will still allow for a respectable freeway cruising RPM. Many CJ swaps are likely
destined to have automatic transmissions. As discussed above, the is not really a good option.
No adapters are generally needed to marry the following GM automatic transmissions to their
usually matching Chevrolet engines. The Turbo is strong, compact, widely available and
affordable to buy, service and build. The Turbo R4 transmission has taken the conversion world
by storm and is a good option for the same reasons as the TH, with advantages in having both a
lower first gear and a. Note that there are 60 deg. The R4 is too long for installation into a CJ5.
This is a short transmission and is thus, length-compatible with a CJ5. TH : In the
no-holds-barred strength category, the TH may be the obvious automatic of choice. The Turbo
can be a good option, but only for CJ7 and longer Jeeps. The following four and five speed
transmissions are recommended for you to consider in your planning. If converting from
automatic to manual in conjunction with your engine swap, note that the installation of the OEM
clutch pedal, master cylinder and related components is not difficult as the provisions to do so
are already in place. T : If your Jeep happens to have the T four-speed transmission, you may
choose to retain with your GM engine conversion. Though not suited for wild V8 power or
punishing off-roading, mild V8's and V6's and all around trail use make the T a good match.
Many CJ's are destined for more hybrid or even hard trail use and some individuals will be
choosing manual shift, heavy-duty truck four speeds to place behind their GM powerplants. SM
: For the old-school, ultra low geared crowd, the SM four-speed manual transmission is a great
choice. Surprisingly well behaved on-road and absolutely burley off-road, the SM is a cool box
of gears. If you think a transmission designed in the 's is an anachronism, you are right, and a
very neat one at that. They are easy to find and work with. AX15 : This reasonably strong
five-speed transmission may be worth installing into your CJ. It is usually more difficult to
install than any of the previous transmissions, but can be a good solution for some conversion
situations. Because of its length, it is only recommended for CJ7's without excessive
suspension lifts and the CJ8. Options outside of these mentioned are usually not practical,
useful, affordable or any combination of the three. Its strength, quiet operation, compactness
and longevity are a few of its virtues. Some individuals ask us occasionally about trying to
install Chevy style transfer cases like the and others. They do not fit well into a CJ by virtue of
their length, width and long adapter assemblies as designed for full-size trucks. Additionally,
their gearing and other features do not lend them well towards the goals most are seeking with
their Jeeps. This is where the planning gets most interesting and the decisions most subjective.

The very first decision to be made here involves this: what kind of power do you need to do
what you want with your CJ? Now, a precursor to the rest of this section: If you got past the title
of this article and are hell-bent on a non-GM engine, know that conversions this important are
not walks in the park and GM engine swaps are almost invariably easier, more productive and
more affordable than Dodge, Ford and other conversions. These companies make some great
engines, but you have to pick your battles when doing a swap and going with a well supported,
well documented, easily acquired and broadly familiar powertrain is a key to success and
satisfaction. You're surely not doing the swap to go with a pansy powerplant, but do you need a
V8? We'll help you rule out two extremes. Don't swap an engine in with any fewer than 3. Big
Block engines are seldom appropriate. They do not fit as well and they could generate more
power than the Jeep may be able to contain. Now that these are ruled out, what engines in the
middle do you like; are you familiar with; will pass your local emissions; will land within your
budget; etc? Our favorite considerations for this Jeep include:. This question has been at the
forefront of the conversion world for a while now. There is something great about a simple,
clean, unencumbered carburetor and simple ignition system. However, there is something
excellent about a modern, self-adjusting, efficient, operate-at-any-camber fuel and spark
delivery system. No doubt that many individuals are in their comfort zone with the earlier
hardware, but distill it down to the basics and it is the same essential thing that was going on in
; getting fuel and spark into the cylinders with the right mix and timing. There is no way around
the conclusion that fuel injection systems do this better and in a broader range of conditions.
Old iron is really cool, but this author has lived squarely during both carbureted and injected
eras, an I see fewer breakdowns than ever, and have been in the bays and at the wheels of
enough injected vehicles to know that they use less fuel to generate more power and in a
cleaner, more reliable manner than their predecessors. We get an occasional call from
customers that have found a beautiful Vortec V8 and ask if they can put a "simpler" carburetor
on it. This has every distinct disadvantage that we can think of: increased parts cost, decreased
efficiency, driveability and reliability. Don't even think about it. Fuel injection especially GM fuel
injection is much easier to work with than too many people think. However, we feel that the fear
of emissions by swappers is very overblown. It simply is not the challenge that many perceive.
As such, you can usually source your engine from a GM truck, SUV or car without failing your
emissions certification. However, this again is according to local laws and your research is
encouraged. Car engines may burn cleaner and may be more affordable as well. You need four
or five key things:. This is usually how the engine is shipped by the pros and it is salvage
industry standard to include the above, with the exception of the accessories in some
situations. One of the most interesting questions we've gotten over our company's 40 years is
this one: "Will you or your instructions tell me exactly where to put my engine into my Jeep?
Our answer to this, in a word, is, "no. Placement is not hard, and it is actually a very satisfying
part of the project - to decide the optimal location of the powerplant. The placement process
works by top-down engineering. This consists of loading the engine with all of its accessories,
including the exhaust manifolds. Lower this assembly into the engine bay and start nudging it
around. You are looking for:. It will be little news to most readers that the factory radiator will
not work with a conversion engine both in terms of cooling capacity and outlet location. Novak
started swapping V8 engines into CJ Jeeps decades ago and setting up a cooling system was a
stifling challenge. Since then we now offer a bolt-in performance aluminum radiator with the
outlets already configured for GM power. As engine choices vary, you will need to choose your
hoses from amongst those on hand at your local parts source, whose length and curves are
based off wire bent templates you can fashion. We are unaware of any OEM radiators that will
work without some extensive modifications. Some view the electrical and wiring aspects of a
conversion as the lb. In fact, it is seldom as difficult as perceived, especially when working with
GM power. At the most fundamental level, whether you are working with a carbureted, throttle
body injected or multi-point "tuned port" injected engine, you will retain and connect the
original GM alternator in the same manner as was the Jeep alternator; the same for the
distributor, etc. III injection systems, the swaps are still largely the same. For fuel injected
swaps, you should know that the engine and its PCM are largely self-supporting. In other words,
the very grand majority of the engine wiring harness goes to sensor data or comes from
systems control the PCM, and most sensors are directly related to the engine itself. If
uninstalled correctly, most of this harness will be intact and not needing any splicing. Like any
electrical item, the computer needs power and ground, and a power distribution center largely
consisting of relays and bridges - you can keep the Jeep one! The installer should keep one
simple principle in mind: make the engine think it is running in its original GM chassis. A
simplistic but fair summary would state that a Chevy and a LS1 have the same basic wiring
requirements; power to the starter when it is required, power to the distributor or coils when

needed. The battery needs power from the alternator to keep it charged. An installer's analysis
of the Jeep's particular wiring diagram and the engine's wiring diagram will quickly reveal the
wires that can be merged, connected and in many cases simplified or even eliminated. You can
keep your Jeep CJ speedometer gauge as it is driven by the speedometer output of your Dana
transfer case. Your oil pressure gauge and water temp gauges can use the original Jeep
sensors, as adapted into the ports on the engine assembly. All aftermarket gauges can also be
used. Installers will be pleased to hear that steering need change none or very little to perform
the engine conversion. You will use a GM power steering pump and its bracketry that is usually
native to the engine being installed. Not all brackets place the pump in the most friendly
position vis a vis the steering shaft. If in doubt, the Camaro style brackets usually fit the best in
these and many other Jeeps. You will retain the factory Jeep power steering gear. You may
need the assistance of a hydraulic shop to have the high pressure feed hose ends matched or
adapted as per your pump and gear combo. Usually the low pressure return line can be cut from
hose stock and secured with the use of hose clamps. You will use the native power steering
pump as native to your conversion engine. You'll be replacing one of three factory engines.
Their nominal estimated, accessory loaded weights are:. Factory springs are usually great for
most Small Block V6 and V8 engines. We have replaced four-cylinder Jeep engines with V8's
and noticed no sag or overly soft ride in the front axle. Aftermarket springs usually make no
distinction and are rated well for most engines this side of Big Blocks. A lift is not required for
the Jeep CJ to perform the engine swap, but may be done for reasons external to the swap. Fuel
pumps have evolved from low pressure PSI mechanical, engine mounted units for carburetors good at pulling fuel over a distance - to medium pressure PSI , electric in-tank pumps for
throttle body engines, to high pressure, electric, in-tank pumps. These latter pumps are
designed to push fuel, not pull it, and at pressures ranging from PSI for multi-point injections
systems. Additionally, with the higher temperatures that these high-pressure pumps generate,
their immersion into the cooler fuel is critical for the durability of it's electric motor. External
pumps of the same ratings are available and are self-cooled by being built into heat dissipating
aluminum housings. Earlier Jeeps that have fuel tanks that were set up for carbureted engines
may provide some problems, especially in off-road environments. Fuel injected engines require
an uninterrupted supply of fuel, and baffles built into an injected style tank keeps the fuel from
sloshing out of the intake of the pump. If you are working on a pre-injection Jeep, consider
buying an aftermarket fuel cell, or having an inline reservoir made to buffer any interruptions in
the fuel flow to your injectors. Or, install an external fuel pump and mini-reservoir at the closest
point to the fuel tank that is available. No doubt that getting exhaust air out of the engine is a
more elaborate process than getting combustible air in. The shorty, block-hugging style is the
best bet. Fenderwell exit headers are not desirable for a variety of reasons. Garner the services
of a local exhaust shop to help you put together a clean, safe, easy flowing exhaust system and
one in accordance with your local regulations. California installations will need to utilize a
header that is CARB certified. While the CJ has a relatively narrow window in which to run
pipes, and a transfer case to dodge as well, you can run dual exhaust. You can also run this Y
behind the transfer case give yourself some room to service the transfer case later and then
into the exit circuit. From there, run rearward to the catalytic converter and then the muffler,
following which, you will arc the last section of pipe up over the rear axle and then straight out
the back with the tailpipe. Leave the factory heat shielding in its location and position your
catalytic converter and muffler under it. Muffler choice is up to you, and possibly your
passengers, neighbors and local noise ordinances. This is not a significant challenge,
especially if you are using our compact adapter assemblies with the transmissions suggested
above. Most factory transmission and adapter combinations to the Dana or other transfer cases
vary. As such, it is often that driveshaft lengths will need to be changed to accommodate the
swap. Also, consider that there multiple ways to install a conversion engine and the following
will be of note:. It is seldom a good idea to allow the driveshafts to make the decisions as to
where the powertrain will be placed. Some of our customers, fearful at the perceived expense of
new or modified driveshafts, attempt to let the existing driveshafts dictate engine, transmission
and transfer case location, sometimes to the detriment of the project. Driveshaft modifications
are usually inexpensive when performed by driveline, RV or tractor implement specialists. New
driveshafts are an option but seldom a requirement in regards to the actual successful
conversion. Jeeps that require extensive travel or specialty-built driveshafts have this option
available through several fabricators across the nation. There are only three major places a
powertrain needs support and mounting. Two at the engine, and one under the rear of the
transmission some transfer cases have the provision for a side mount to help control torque
kick-back. They are typically low profile and can easily be redrilled for a new transmission
mount unit. Getting rid of the factory urethane mount and any ancillary bracketry with it is the

largest favor you will do for yourself in this area. You may need some simple spacers. Box steel
or aluminum pucks are useful here. Anything needing to be fabricated needn't be elaborate.
Many people mistakenly think that a more powerful engine demands stronger-than-stock axles.
This is not necessarily the case. Such is the case for the front Dana 30 as well. Whether your
converted Jeep needs stronger axles is more a question of how you use them, and usually in
terms of off-road considerations more than on-road use. Axles are generally out of the scope of
our work here at Novak, but there are plenty of companies that deal with them to be of
assistance if you feel you must upgrade them as part of your conversion. As with many aspects
of a swap, this can be a simple as the installer would like it to be. As nearly all modern Jeeps
and GM engines use sheathed cable for throttle control. Transmission and transfer case shifters
are discussed in instructive detail in the Novak instruction packages that will come with your
gearbox adapter assembly, and specifically to your particular drivetrain choice for your Jeep.
Factory CJ brakes are usually adequate for nearly all engine conversions. As a general rule, if
the brakes were good before the swap, they will probably be sufficient after the swap. It is up to
the individual doing the conversion to ascertain whether or not to upgrade the braking system
depending on how the Jeep is to be used. Brake systems are out of Novak's scope, but there
are companies and shops that deal with brake upgrades if the installer deems it. This article is
meant to be introductory and to give the reader an idea of the scope of a conversion project. No
two swap combinations are ever exactly the same, but an understanding of the principles and
parts involved will take any thoughtful installer a long ways. As discussed in this guide, further
and more deeply detailed information comes with Novak adapter assemblies, engine mounts,
radiators and other components. Additionally, our customers can speak with our Techs about
the conversion being performed. All in all, there is no change to your Jeep that is more exciting
or beneficial than a powertrain conversion. Individuals have been swapping GM power into
Jeeps for decades and these conversions are being done with greater frequency and success
than ever. Jeep Dana Model T90 to the Emissions Fuel Economy Conversions, Rules vs.
Welcome Guest: Login or Register. The scope of engines covered by this article include: Chevy
Gen. The Dana is considered to be the cream of the transfer case crop. Read our section on
Emissions for a more in-depth writeup. A Novak customer's Vortec V6 engine cleanly extracted
and ready for installation. The wiring harness is complete and ready to plug into the computer.
Power steering discussed more below is literally as easy as connecting the GM-native hydraulic
pump on your motor into your Jeep's Saginaw power steering box. Hydraulic hoses may need
to be customized at your local source. If your GM pump pulley size is too large to clear your
steering shaft, you can use a smaller diameter pulley with no ill effect. Speed and rev limiters
are also incorporated into some units. Once called an Engine Control Module ECM , these
computers have been appearing in vehicles since the early to mid-eighties. Their initial
functions leaned more towards carburetor control primarily to keep up with tightening
emissions standards. This was a bit of a dark time in automotive systems engineering as these
early systems are now mistrusted to a degree by owner and mechanic alike. Modern PCM's
have evolved to be highly reliable, very functional and it is not difficult to integrate them into the
Jeep engine bay with your new motor. This is a service that is much more available for GM
computers than any other, often through GM dealers, or local and national tuning shops.
Customer A. Hasegawa shows a clean install of an LT1 into a CJ. This, our 2PRS , is a speed
signal generator that connects to the Dana This VSS allows for pass-through of the
speedometer cable to operate the conventional speedometer. This VSS gives the engine critical
speed data for proper operation. Novak engine mounts represent a tradition of innovation,
strength, adjustability, ease of installation and superior clearances for steering and exhaust
systems. This is one way to run the exhaust circuit. You may also run the cross-circuit under
the bellhousing. Work closely with your exhaust specialist in coming up with a system that will
not detract from the serviceability of other parts under your Jeep, and maintain heat, ground
and other working clearances. This popular rear mount is strong and easy to set up with any
Jeep swap. See our lineup of rear mounts, here. Hydraulic clutch release with a Chevrolet or
Buick bellhousing is easy. You can use the CJ hydraulic master cylinder that was optional
during these years. We offer many more parts than what is pictured here. Orders are being
taken and shipped. This coil is also for the M37 and M This Ignition Coil is only suitable for
mechanical points ignition distributors. For years we have struggled with a dwindling supply of
surplus douglas connector Stop Light Switches. That problem is now over. These switches are
made exclusively for us. This switch will also fit the M37 and M They are made in Europe. The
Seat Pans have the correct ribbing and all holes come drilled for mounting seat cushions. These
seat frames were manufactured with the correct geometry allowing them to fold open and close
like an original. There are many imitations of this frame. The one we are selling is the highest
quality available today. These are Made in the USA. Copied from an original sample. These seals

can easily be installed using Automotive weather strip adhesive. These seals come in a roll as
pictured and can be easily installed. These senders have the correct Douglas Metal Shell
electrical connection. Available Options. This Air Cleaner has never before been available as a
reproduction. The bottom Oil Cup comes with the correct markings. This Air Cleaner was only
used on the M This Air Cleaner comes with the bracket that mounts the Air Cleaner to the
Firewall see the last picture. These are the new high quality reproductions of the water proof
speedometer cables for the M38 and M38A1. Please call for more information on that. These are
original water proof speedometer cables for the M38 and M38A1. These cables are original NOS.
We can rebuild your T90 to new condition with our inventory of U. Made T90 Transmission
Parts. These transmissions are assembled by our trained technician. Email: sales
debellajeepparts. This kit is only for fuel pumps that have the early style square hole in the
plunger as seen in the second picture. An Original Core is required in exchange. These are not
sold without a core. These do not require a core. Your search for hard to find affordable gauges
is over. These have the correct Douglas metal connector. Comes with Gasket as pictured. Are
you tired of trying to locate one of the Impossible to find in tank fuel filters for your M38, M38A1
or M37? Well look no more! These are our new high quality reengineered U. These are crafted
from stainless steel for long life and enhanced filtration. These are high quality U. This kit
comes with all of the components shown above including the muffler, header pipe, the long
extension pipe and 3 gaskets. If your reproduction exhaust system does not look like ours then
you are using an inferior product. Our exhaust system components are made from a heavier
material like they were originally. Please see the catalog for more information. Do to frustration
with garbage gaskets we now have a source for very high quality gaskets. These are the best
gaskets available today. Every gasket and seal in this kit is Made in the USA. This is a brand
new product. These are not the same manifolds that other Jeep suppliers are selling. We have
tried those manifolds and they are problematic so we are no longer carrying them. If you are
looking for a better quality manifold these are the ones to buy. These manifolds also have the
part number cast into them like the originals. For years there has been very little information
available on the M38 Jeep. We are now proud to offer a must own book for any M38 owner. This
book has been in development for the last five years and will answer a lot of the questions that
most restorers have on the M It covers the differences in parts and accessories. Battery Box
Bottom sold separately. This is a high quality reproduction of the Under Hood Battery Box. This
comes complete with bottom tray, battery hold down with bolts, fender mount brackets and
decal. You will find no better box than this one. These lids are U. These are shipped dry. Battery
Cable Lead Ends Set. These are late style cable ends and not exact reproductions. Available for
M38 and M38A1. These Battery Cable Sets are an exact reproduction with the correct military
spec cable. Cut and crafted right here in the USA. These make great gifts for the holidays. These
are a high quality exact U. Made reproductions of the Antenna Mount L Bracket. This bracket is
mounted to the corner of the Jeep and then the MP bracket is mounted on this bracket. M Trailer
Landing Leg. M38A1 This panel is for replacing a dented or rusted out wheel house. We only
have the Rear Right house available. Limited Quantity. With minor modification this can be used
on the CJ5. Body Step. These are the new high quality U. Made Body Steps. These are not like
the garbage that has been available in the past. These are the new high quality replacement
floor pans. If your front floor pans are rotted out these replacement pans are the solution to
your problem. They come with all holes drilled and weld nuts in place. Sold individually as left
and right side. M38 Hat Channel Kit. If your hat channels are rotted out this kit will be the
solution to your problem. Comes with all holes drilled. Left and Right side available. This part is
always rusted out and generally not salvageable. This is a U. Made Exact Reproduction of the
throttle cable bracket used on the M38A1. These are the new U. Made Throttle Cable Stops.
These were copied from an original sample. The stop itself is made of brass like an original and
each stop comes with the proper slotted screw as pictured. This is the hose that connects the
Air Cleaner to the Air Tube. Comes as pictured with the correct wire clamps. This is perfect in
looks and fit. Available for both the M38 and M38A1. M38A1 Hose Pictured Above. This is the
pipe between the Air Cleaner and Carburetor. Comes with Fording Valve as pictured. This
assembly is NOS. This is an exact reproduction of the hose for the air tube shown here with
clamps. I had these Fuel Tank Neck Grommets made by the original government contractor.
Proudly made in the USA. These are not cheap imports like those that others sell. Fuel Line
Grommet M38A1 This grommet goes between fuel tank and the floor to seal the drain plug
opening. This line connects the steel fuel lines to the fuel pump. This is a higher quality
reproduction of the M38 and M38A1 shock absorbers. The rear shocks have the stone guards as
pictured below. M38A1 Springs. This is a thermostat package for the M This kit contains a new
Thermostat, Retainer and Housing Gasket. This is a thermostat package for the M38A1. This kit
contains a new Thermostat and Housing Gasket. This is the grill welting material that is riveted

to the grill. All of the pieces in this kit are cut to length and ready to be riveted. This kit comes
with the welting material and rivets as pictured. The piece in this kit is cut to length and ready to
be riveted. We just came across these great flashlights. Being a Jeep collector myself I feel this
is a very handy flashlight for all Jeep owners. This is an LED flashlight that is a focusing feature
and can slide apart to function as a spot light. This would be great to keep in the Glove Box and
a great way to get some lighting under the hood. These flashlights are rechargeable with a USB
recharging cable. I ran across these fantastic flashlights at an automotive industry show. If you
work on your own vehicles these are a great flashlight to have. They are LED lit and very bright.
The design is small and light, almost like a pen light. These flashlights are also equipped with a
pocket clip and magnet for attaching it to a metal surface. The flashlight shown is black in color,
but other colors are available. Batteries included. Now Available a new high quality black out
drive guard. This is not the guard that has previously available. It is an entirely new product.
This is the light assembly that mounts on the front left fender. This piece is NOS. Marker Light
Conversion Kit This kit is ideal for converting military marker light lenses into civilian
application. These marker lights are Packard rubber connector lights that we have added an
adapter to so that they can work with a Douglas metal connector harness. These are for the less
discerning customer who doesn't need every detail absolutely correct. If your harness is a
Packard connector harness then to use these all you have to do is remove the adapter. These
covers are always painted over or missing their lenses. Replace them today. This switch was
not stock on the MM38A1 but can be retrofitted to fit any place, helps eliminate dead batteries.
This is a high quality Mil Spec switch. This is a complete 24 Volt Headlight Assembly with bulb,
housing and trim ring. This is an original NOS piece. This is the guard that protects the
headlight. These are the best available. I guarantee it. Comes with hardware. Not the same
product that others sell - please see ours compared to an original. Please call to order.
Headlight Dimmer Switch with Metal Connections. This switch is for the M38, M38A1 and also
fits M Available with Lever or Without. On-Off Data Plate also available pictured below. This is a
very useful tool. It is used to go between the spark plug and the ignition wire so that you may
attach a timing light for checking the timing. This is U. For years we have struggled with a
dwindling supply of surplus Horn Switches. Made exclusively for us each switch comes
complete with harness and boot as pictured. This is the switch that screws into the bottom of
the Steering Box that the horn rod presses down on. These kits are made in house right here in
the USA. Comes with a wiring diagram use the manual as well. These kits are available setup for
turn signals or stock no turn signal capability. We also have the plastic connectors that
sandwich between the Douglas Shells sold separately. These connectors are not available
anywhere else. All of the components of this kit are available separately in our catalog. This kit
is 24 Volt. This kit in conjunction with our Complete Wiring Harness Kit will make it possible to
equip your Jeep with working turn signals. No actual turn signal lights are included in this kit.
These convert the tail lights allowing them to properly signal when used in conjunction with the
full turn signal kit. Made in the USA from the same company that makes them for the
Government. These are not the imported knockoffs that others sell cheaply. These are U. These
are sold as a set of four spark plugs. These are not assembled from "new" parts and advertised
as "new"' like the distributors that other dealer's sell. Our Distributors are brand new, never
have been mounted Originals. There is nothing better. Also Available - Rebuilt - Price on
Request. For years I have struggled with where to find amp gauges, and now I have a solution,
this is a surplus A. So I made an adapter for them so you can connect your Douglas connector
to it. This is the pedal that is mounted to the floor board which pushes the starter. It comes with
the cable and both pieces are NOS. Never before available - This is an exact reproduction of the
M38 Emergency Brake Cable with wire wrap. Comes complete with two clips and correct handle.
This cable and handle will only fit the M This is just the cable. Handle and clips are not included.
This is a set of the New U. Made Emergency Brake shoes. These are not like any other shoes
that have been available. There have been poor copies of this piece available for years, but we
have copied an original sample. Also Available All other attaching parts for the emergency
brake system. Call in what you need. This is a combination of a high quality reproduction brake
tube and a NOS frame bracket. Replacing these parts will take out the play in your clutch and
brake pedals. Master Brake Kit M This is a master brake kit for the M38 and CJ3A. Draft Pad Set.
Sold as a set as pictured. This shield is always missing. This helps to keep brake fluid from
boiling. This piece is a U. Made exact reproduction. Master Cylinder Heat Shield - M This is the
complete steel line set with clamps, copied from original lines and U. Call me. Accelerator Pedal
Boot. This is the boot on the floorboard. These are sold as a complete set. Mounting plate sold
separately. These are the highest quality data plates available today. Data Plate Mounting Plate.
I had these copied from an original plate. Drilled and ready for mounting data plates. These are
generally used with a large flat washer which are not supplied. These bolts are very hard to find.

These kits are Made in the USA. These are all the parts to install your bows. Correct Hardware
Set also available. These are our new High Quality Bumpers copied from an original with correct
tapered ends. This is the best bumper available today - Made in the USA. Available in two sizes Standard and Long. These are our own product - Made in the USA. Perfect fit for our M38 Jeep
U. Made Bumpers. If you've purchased a spare tire carrier elsewhere and the mounting holes do
not line up you will never have this problem with this product. These Front Lifting Shackles are
always missing. We had these copied from an original sample. These Rear Lifting Shackles are
always missing. Each bracket includes the spacer shown below. This is a high quality double
jointed mirror arm made in USA. Hood Drain - M38 Hood Drain for all flat fender models. This
part mounts on the existing hood hinge and diverts water away from the engine along the cowl.
This will prevent water from entering the spark plugs. Tool Box Seal This is the seal that fits
around the tool box door. This steering has never before been available in true green plastic.
For years the best you could get was a steering wheel that was painted green which eventually
would wear off. This wheel is truly an excellent reproduction of the green Sheller steering wheel.
It has the grooves embossed in it like the original and the Sheller name stamp. Fits either M38
or M38A1. These steering wheels are not stamped Sheller. This is the steering column floor seal
and plate for the M38 and M38A1. Price on Request. This was mounted on the windshield frame
of M38 models. This is the highest quality cowl rubber available for the M38A1 unlike others
being offered that are too thick and don't fit properly. This is the rubber inner seal for the two
piece windshield. A perfect reproduction, complete with lock strip. We are pretty excited about
this new product. This is an exact reproduction of the M38 cowl rubber which has been in
production for over a year and copied from an original sample. You may not be aware of this,
but cowl rubbers vary from model to model and the M38 rubber is different from all the rest. If
you are looking for that perfect fit, this is the one to buy. PCV Valve This valve is always
clogged or missing. These mirrors have the same tinted glass as our high quality side mirrors.
These are NOS Camshafts. They come in original packaging dated from the 50's. Buy one of
these now while they still exist. These belts are a U. Made product. This is a high quality
replacement crankshaft pulley made of solid steel. Because of its construction, there will never
be a problem of separation of pulley from hub. This is an exact reproduction of the crankshaft
pulley guard. Clutch Boot Fitting This is the fitting that screws into the bell housing to hold the
clutch boot. This is a new reproduction for the special clutch cable for the M38A1. Steering
Stabilizer Kit This kit is an quick fix for the front end shimmy many of our Jeeps seem to have.
This Transmission Boot is new and improved with a high quality material that will resist sun
damage. This is a high quality U. This Transfer Boot is new and improved with a high quality
material that will resist sun damage. These are all the decals used under the hood and dash,
they are sold in double sets, just in case you make a mistake when installing them. These are
the new High Quality motor mounts now available for the M38 with correct reinforcing plates.
These are the new High Quality motor mounts now available for the M38A1 with correct
reinforcing plates. Now Available are these Mock. These mock guns are made from steel. They
are painted black and the receiver does slide. These Mounts are proudly made in the USA.
Comes as pictured with Data Plate and Legs. The barrel is removable. They are painted black,
the handles are wooden and the receiver does slide. Now available are these 50' Cal Cradle
Mounts. Call: Email: sales debellajeepparts. For either case - please call or email for more
information. Don't see what you are looking for? Try checking our Catalog. This is a real Mil
Spec paint. Highest Quality available. Body Step These are the new high quality U. Made in the
U. Made These are the new U. Try visiting our catalogs. Switch Pictured with M38 Harness.
M38A1 is also available. Please call for more information. Slave Cable Bracket - M38 This is an
exact reproduction copied from an original sample. Accelerator Pedal Boot These are high
quality U. Made These are our new High Quality Bumpers copied from an original with correct
tapered ends. M38A1 Windshield to Cowl Rubber This is the highest quality cowl rubber
available for the M38A1 unlike others being offered that are too thick and don't fit properly.
M38A1 Hood Bumper These are the bumpers mounted on the top of the windshield frame.
Crankshaft Pulley - M38 This is a high quality replacement crankshaft pulley made of solid steel.
Fork Mount. M38 Front Floor Pan These are the new high quality replacement floor pans. M38
Air Tube Hose This is an exact reproduction of the hose for the air tube
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shown here with clamps. M38A1 Springs U. Thermostat Package M38 This is a thermostat
package for the M Grill Welting Kit M38 This is the grill welting material that is riveted to the
grill. LED Flashlight We just came across these great flashlights. Amp Gauge 24 Volt For years I

have struggled with where to find amp gauges, and now I have a solution, this is a surplus A.
M38A1 Spare Tire Carrier If you've purchased a spare tire carrier elsewhere and the mounting
holes do not line up you will never have this problem with this product. M38 Cowl Rubber We
are pretty excited about this new product. Crankshaft Pulley Guard This is an exact
reproduction of the crankshaft pulley guard. Decal Set - M38 These are all the decals used under
the hood and dash, they are sold in double sets, just in case you make a mistake when
installing them. Decal Set - M38A1 These are all the decals used under the hood and dash, they
are sold in double sets, just in case you make a mistake when installing them.

